CONSPIRACY THEORY: The most dangerous conspiracy of Satan
assaulted against the body of Christ at this present time EXPOSED
for the benefit of the generation who will overcome it
by Jim Sayles
The initial conspiracy of Satan and his beast kingdom against God’s initial
covenant man, Adam, successfully ended mankind’s automatic covenant inclusion
in the kingdom of God.
Yet, this allowed God, the Father, to require mankind to face a test, the same
test that Adam’s sons, Cain and Able, faced.
In this God-ordained testing, Cain, the firstborn son, failed by offering the
fruits of his own labor (religion without faith), while Able, the second born son
overcame the testing through his obedient faith response, a blood sacrifice,
representing the future blood sacrifice of the Lamb of God.
This prophetically mirrored a second event in which the first born, Israel
failed by offering the fruits of their own labor (religious obedience without faith),
while the second born son, the body of Christ was included by faith, not in their
own works, but in the works of Jesus of Nazareth, the promised Messiah.
This same ordained testing faces this current generation today, the testing
associated with things to come in our immediate future, in which the “wise
virgins” will see and respond to the truth. But the “foolish virgins” will continue
to believe and teach the lies, which will lead to the most tragic event in the
history of mankind.
Satan, who can read scripture in its original languages, and is perfectly aware
of the intent of God in Christ for this present generation, has prepared for this
current time by setting up a massive, all-inclusive deception in both the organized
church and the true “body of Christ” over a relatively long period of time.
This conspiracy began to be set up in the earliest days of Christianity forward
in order to defeat as many as possible from fulfilling the Father’s intent for the
end time body of Christ, revealed in scripture to be the very generation reading
this article.
We know that it is the Father’s intent that mankind, beginning with Adam,
and subsequently, this present generation, to face a test: believe and obey
(worship) Him, or, by default, knowingly or unknowingly, worship Satan.
Those, today, who receive, believe, and respond by faith to the revelation that
mankind has fallen from covenant status with the Father through sin, and that
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Jesus of Nazareth, Son of God and Son of man, was crucified for their sin, are
regenerated by God’s grace through their faith and included in the New Covenant
written in the blood of Jesus Christ.
Those who do not, are not.
The original testing ends at the moment of faith. Yet, the testing of those who
are incorporated into the spiritual body of Christ at the moment of original faith
does not end. The testing of our obedient faith responses to the God’s truth, His
covenant promises in Christ, and His commands continues throughout our entire
lives.
And, though none will lose their covenant status with God in Christ unless
they reject their faith in Christ through chronic deafness to the still, small voice
of Holy Spirit, they will experience consequences for unconfessed and
unrepentant sin.
The consequences for unbelief by the present generation related to things to
come in our immediate future as spoken by our Lord, Jesus Christ, and revealed in
scripture, though, are tragic beyond measure as prophesied by the Lord Himself.

“Then they will deliver you…Christian believers…to
tribulation,…(What? No pre-tribulation “rapture” escape)…and will kill you,
and you will be hated by all nations because of My name….(only Christian
believers have His name)…At that time many…of My people…will fall
away…become apostate…and will …subsequently…betray one another and
hate one another. Many false prophets will arise…from among those who
were once mine…and will mislead many. Because…spiritual… lawlessness is
increased, most...of MY people’s agape…love will grow cold. But the one who
endures to the end,…of the 6th seal events…he will be saved. Matthew 24:9-12
NASB (inserts are the author’s)

This passage alone reveals the lie of a pre-tribulation “rapture” escape that a
large number of Christians believe and teach (none of whom teach the Lord’s own
words in Matthew 24 and 25).
Nor do they teach the rhema truth concerning the seven seals of Revelation or
God’s very specific calendar for the seven primary events of covenant redemption
in Christ.
Yet, all of the earliest fathers of the body of Christ whose writings we have
reflected the belief that God intended the end time body of Christ to not only face
tribulation but to triumphantly and gloriously overcome the beast kingdom
during the 3.5 years of 7th seal “great tribulation.”
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Why, then, do a majority of protestant believers, especially believers who live
in the United States of America, not only believe, but place their faith in a pretribulation escape from the God-ordained testing of our faith during the 4th-6th
seal events as described in the book of Revelation?
Reason Number 1: They have accepted it as a “group-think” tradition of
belief from various Christian authorities, whether denominational or personal.
Reason Number 2: Their fear inhibits a Spirit-guided examination of the
subject.
Reason Number 3: They have fallen for, and even teach, Satan’s lies without
spiritual discernment in this specific regard.
Satan’s Conspiracy Exposed:
I will necessarily present the historic development of Satan’s conspiracy
against the end time body of Christ through the corrupt understanding of biblical
scripture in brevity, but I urge the reader to fully confirm the truth for
themselves. See Warning From Voices of the Past
We cannot escape the importance of the writings of the early church fathers,
especially those prior to the First Council of Nicaea in A.D.325, who were heavily
influenced by the oral tradition of the apostolic teachings. It is, therefore,
important to recognize that these men all held to a historic pre-millennial view, in
which the concept of a pre-tribulation “resurrection-rapture” of church only saints
was inconceivable to them. It was not until the mid-nineteenth century when a
Triad of elitist Plymouth Brethren members, John Nelson Darby, Cyrus Scofield,
and Sir Robert Anderson, invented, introduced, and promoted the Zionist
doctrine of Dispensationalism, which is the source of the specific doctrine of a
pre-tribulation resurrection-"rapture" of church only saints.
Yet, one thing is certain. If the dispensational doctrine of a pre-tribulation
resurrection-“rapture” of church only saints had surfaced in earlier days, it would
have been universally exposed as heresy.
The Papacy Connection:
The first Council of Nicaea in A.D.325 introduced a significant amount of
error into accepted church doctrine, not the least of which was the belief that the
Pope was the “cleric of Christ,” the absolute authority for truth and doctrine in
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the earth with the power to “excommunicate” believers from their salvation in
Christ.
This was defined by the Lord as the doctrine and practice of the “Nicolaitans.”
This word literally means “power over the laity” or “power over the people”
(priestly authority over people to the extent that in the earliest days of the Roman
Catholic Church they burned believers at the stake for having a copy of the
scriptures).
Modern Nicolaitan leaders in the organized church simply expel “rebellious”
believers from the congregation or the denomination when they refuse to be
blindly obedient to the leadership in both doctrine and practice. Some Christian
leaders even claim that any disagreement with those in leadership positions are
“cursed” by God.
Yet, if anyone is “in Christ” by faith they are not cursed by God. They may be
disciplined for their own good if they remove themselves from the will of God.
But they will not be “cursed.”
Those leaders in the body of Christ who knowingly or unknowingly continue
this Nicolaitan doctrine and practice, hated and condemned by the Lord, are
cooperating with Satan in his conspiracy against the body of Christ.
In 1517 Martin Luther, a German priest, pinned his “Ninety-Five Theses,”
criticizing the Roman Catholic practice of indulgences, to the Archbishop’s door.
Martin Luther’s intention was to influence the church to make changes, not to
revolt against the Roman Catholic Church. But when Pope Leo X issued a papal
decree condemning Luther’s teachings and Charles V, the holy Roman emperor,
ordered Luther to recant, Luther refused and was excommunicated by the pope.
Excommunication by the Catholic church is, according to Catholic doctrine,
the loss of one’s salvation, and other than burning at the stake for heresy or for
having a copy of the scriptures, it is the highest degree of Nicolaitan punishment
that the church could levy against a man at that time.
Luther’s response ultimately became what we now refer to as the Protestant
Reformation, dividing the church between the Roman Catholic Church and those
who protested Roman Catholic rule and doctrine.
The invention of the printing press aided Luther, who was joined by John
Calvin and Ulrich Zwingli, as the Protestant Reformation spread rapidly
throughout Europe.
Luther translated the New Testament into German, and he taught that the
individual believer should receive the truth of God through scripture, rather than
the papacy being the sole interpreter of scripture.
Luther also commissioned a series of woodcuts, published as a booklet,
depicting the papacy as “Antichrist” and the Roman Catholic Church as “the
whore of Babylon.”
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Luther’s claims formed what is now known as the Historicist view of
apocalyptic prophecy with the “Antichrist” being the Roman Catholic papacy
ruling both the religious and the secular world from the Nicene Council forward
for1260 years, which naturally included Pope Leo X and his successors.
Pope Paul III, the third Pope after Leo X, became known as the “Counter
Reformation Pope,” and in response to the massive exodus from the Roman
Catholic Church and the widespread Reformation identification of the papacy as
the “Antichrist” and the Roman Catholic Church as the “whore of Babylon,” Pope
Paul III, a strong supporter of the Jesuits, separately commissioned two men,
Luis del Alcazar, a Jesuit priest and theologian, and Francisco Ribera, a Jesuit
priest and theologian at the University of Salamanca, to publish works on biblical
prophecy that would contradict the damaging Reformation claims.
Luis del Alcazar published a work establishing the Preterist view that the
entirety of apocalyptic scriptures was fulfilled by the sacking of Jerusalem and
destruction of the temple in 70 A.D., and this view identified Nero as the literal
Antichrist.
Thus, if one adopted this view, the papacy and the Roman Catholic Church,
could not possibly be identified as the Antichrist and the whore of Babylon.
Preterism, invented by Alcazar, persists to this day, and, like all false doctrine,
it has morphed into various versions in response to exegetical criticism, with the
most popular version being “Partial Preterism,” claiming that all apocryphal
prophecy has been fulfilled except for the second coming of Christ and His
millennial reign.
Separately, Francisco Ribera published an exhaustive exegete of the
Revelation of Jesus Christ in which he claimed that the first three chapters
applied to the historic church under the rule of pagan (pre-Christian era) Rome,
and the rest of Revelation applied to a future three and a half year period,
immediately prior to the second coming of Christ, thus also eliminating the
possibility that the Pope was Antichrist and the Roman Catholic Church the
whore of Babylon.
In Ribera’s version the apostasy was described as a falling away from the
Catholic Church by those in the reformation movement.
Thus, between the two radically opposing views, Preterism and the futurist
view that ultimately became known as Dispensationalism, the origin of the pre5

tribulation “rapture” theory, the papacy and the Roman Catholic Church were
exonerated, and in Ribera’s work, the Protestant Reformation was identified as
the “apostasy.”
The plot and deceptions do not end there.
Another Jesuit priest, Manuel Lacunza, was commissioned by the papacy to
expand on Ribera’s exegete, but under the pseudonym of Juan Josafat Ben-Ezra, a
supposed converted Jewish rabbi. Thus, giving false external credence to the
earlier works of Ribera.
Lacunza’s works were later discovered by Edward Irving, an effective, well
known Protestant evangelist, and translated into English in 1827. And it was
Lacunza’s heretical works, translated by Irving, that influenced John Nelson
Darby, one of the founding fathers of the elitist Plymouth Brethren, as Darby’s
dispensational theology and a pre-tribulation resurrection-“rapture” theory took
shape.
Dr. Ice of Dallas Theological Seminary, the seedbed of modern dispensational
doctrine, claims that Irving’s translation of Lacunza’s writings only added to and
complimented Darby’s theological conclusions, but it was at the Powerscourt
Prophecy Conference in 1832, five years after Irving’s translation of Lacunza’s
works were published, that Darby revealed his pre-tribulation “rapture” theory,
and by that time he was strongly influenced by Irving’s writings.
Another Plymouth Brethren member and contemporary of Darby’s, Cyrus
Scofield, then published his “Scofield Reference Bible,” which could have been
more aptly named, “The Dispensational Bible,” followed by another
dispensational advocate, Charles Ryrie, and his “Ryrie Study Bible,” both of which
have been widely used by evangelical seminary students who have naturally
assumed the dispensational tradition without spiritual insight (i.e. a spiritual
pandemic of error).
Thus, the seeds of error received by many have become “truth” to many,
though it is in reality a doctrine of demons.
Sir Robert Anderson, a Scotland Yard detective and theologian, formed the
third member of this founding Plymouth Brethren Triad of Dispensationalism
when he published “The Coming Prince,” interpreting Daniel 9:24-27 as
indicating that the Antichrist would sign a seven year treaty with Israel and
many nations immediately after the removal of the church in a secret “rapture.”
Unfortunately for Sir Robert and all those who have believed his exegete,
Daniel’s prophecy was sealed for the purpose of unsealing it for the generation
who would literally experience it.
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But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the
time of the end:…then at the time of the end…many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge…about God’s end time intent…shall be increased. Daniel 12:4 KJV
(inserts are the author’s)

Daniel’s book was sealed from a revelatory understanding until the time of
the end, but Sir Robert wrote his interpretation of Daniel 9:24-27 prior to the
time of the end, demonstrating that his interpretation was not inspired and
confirmed by the Spirit of truth.
However, the Zionist (Jewish predominance in the covenant intent of the
Father) and Dispensational (multiple covenants of redemption) views are
surprisingly still dominant among protestant Christianity, demonstrating the
effectiveness of Satan’s carefully planned conspiracy to rob the body of Christ of
the truth so that he can create chaos, anger, and ultimately, apostasy, among
Christian believers during the unexpected trouble.
Satan’s purpose in this is demonstrated to be the defeat of a large number of
the body of Christ whom the Lord prophesied would “fall away” from the faith in
the trying times immediately ahead of us.

“Then they will deliver you…(Christian believers)…to tribulation, and
will kill you, and you will be hated by all nations because of My name.
…(only Christian believers have His name)…At that time many…(of My
people)…will fall away…(become apostate)…and will betray one another and
hate one another. Many false prophets will arise and will mislead many.
Because lawlessness is increased, most people’s…(agape)… love will grow
cold. But the one who endures to the end, he will be saved. Matthew 24:913
NASB (inserts are the author’s)

It should be noted that an examination of the writings of the early church
fathers prior to both the establishment of the Roman Catholic Church and the
Protestant Reformation reveal that they ALL expected the church to be
persecuted by the antichrist “man of sin” in the end times, not in some historic
period prior to the end times.
What is then demonstrated is that pre-tribulation “rapture” doctrine was
originated out of a deliberate deception by the papacy in contradiction of the
protestant movement’s accusations against the Roman Catholic Church.
It should also be noted that Dispensationalism as an entire doctrine, teaches
that God has and will redeem mankind under various covenants, rather than one
single covenant between the Father and the Son, and that God will restore His
covenant promises to national, ethnic Israel after the church is “raptured,” which
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is the antichrist denial that God “hath visited and redeemed His people.” (Luke
1:68-79)
Dispensationalism then supports the Zionist, Jewish supremacist view, that
God’s primary covenant intent is still related to national, ethnic Israel. Yet, the
promises made to Abraham were always, from before the foundation of the world
intended only for THE “seed” of Abraham, Jesus of Nazareth, Son of David, and
all those who are included in Him whether Jew or Gentile.
This intent has been perfectly identified by the great theologian and
evangelist Charles Spurgeon in his book, “Jesus Christ, Immutable”:
“These who saw Christ's day before it came, had a great difference as to what they
knew, and perhaps in the same measure a difference as to what they enjoyed while on earth
meditating upon Christ; but they were all washed in the same blood, all redeemed with the
same ransom price, and made members of the same body. Israel in the covenant of

grace is not natural Israel, but all Believers in all ages.”

Dispensationalism was widely adopted by fundamentalist preachers in the
early twentieth century, because the concept of a secret “rapture” of the church
preached well, and the popular “Scofield Reference Bible” and “Ryrie Study Bible”
supported that doctrine in their reference notes.
Dispensationalism has been supported and promoted more recently by Dr.
John Walvoord, former president of Dallas Theological Seminary, and J. Dwight
Pentecost, Professor Emeritus at Dallas Theological Seminary, and a longtime
member of the Plymouth Brethren (founded by John N. Darby), both of whom
espoused dispensational theology in its entirety, including a pre-tribulation
“rapture.” Dr. Walvoord’s numerous books on eschatology from the
dispensational viewpoint have heavily influenced the modern adoption of the
many variations and distinctives of Dispensationalism among protestants, (the
morphing and mutations of that theory induced by external criticism), and both
his and J. Dwight Pentecost’s books on theology and eschatology are still being
used to train seminary students at Dallas Theological Seminary and others.
Hal Lindsey’s book, “Late, Great Planet Earth,” further popularized
Dispensational theology, and Lindsey predicted the specific date of the rapture
based on his faulty, non-revelatory interpretation of the Lord’s allegorical
statement, “From the fig tree learn its lesson: as soon as its branch becomes
tender and puts out its leaves, you know that summer is near. So also when you
see all these things…” (all the signs of the times the Lord had identified)… “you
know that he is near.”
Lindsey then presumed, inaccurately, that the “lesson” of the fig tree was
related to Israel’s return to national statehood on May 14, 1948, and that a
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generation was forty years. Therefore, the rapture would take place on May 14,
1988.
Chuck Smith made a similar prediction in 1981, and the members of his Costa
Mesa Calvary Chapel gathered for one final service on New Year’s Eve 1981. But
at the stroke of midnight, they all went home, and many left Calvary Chapel
permanently.
NASA engineer, Edgar Whisenant, then published a book titled, “88 Reasons
Why the Rapture Will Occur on September 21, 1988.”
In Whisenant’s book-selling promotional tour he liked to make the statement
that if his prediction was not true he should be stoned as a false prophet, but he
never submitted himself to that stoning, and, after re-calculating a couple of
times, he faded from the scene.
TBN promoted all of these predictions and held regular “Rapture-Ready”
sessions, and, as these predictions failed one after another, TBN finally stopped
holding “Rapture-Ready” sessions.
Yet, the error was never publicly discussed by TBN.
We have gracefully forgotten this non-revelatory foolishness, which, in Old
Testament times would have been identified as “false prophecy,” and those who
preached false prophecies would have been stoned to death.
15 million gullible Christians bought Lindsey’s book, and Lindsey still has a
“prophecy” show on TBN. Chuck Smith, who never apologized for his false
prophesying, still has a huge Calvary Chapel ministry, and just when it seemed
the idiocy was losing its impetus, Tim LaHaye published the “Left Behind” series
that has turned into a multi-million dollar industry for Tim and his co-author,
rejuvenating the pre-tribulation “rapture” theory among Christians unfamiliar
with the corrupt history and the scriptural denial of this doctrine.
Recently Grant Jeffrey, now deceased, promoted Dispensationalism on his
TBN program, “Bible Prophecy Revealed,” and Chuck Missler, “the Bible answer
man,” is the intellectual guru of the current proponents of Dispensationalism.
Missler, like all Dispensationalists, uses complex “proof texting” to defend his
pre-trib rapture views, and his most common rebuke of those who dare question
the Dispensational, pre-tribulations “rapture” theory, is, “We’ll explain on the
way up.”
But the one who has gained the most from these false doctrines of
Historicism, Preterism, and, particularly, Dispensationalism, is Satan, the father
of lies and true author of these doctrines, and he has enjoyed a big, belly laugh as
his deceptions during the16th century struggle between the Roman Catholic
Church and the Protestant Reformation have continued to bear much poisoned
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fruit just as he planned, ultimately rendering the modern church vulnerable to the
escalating increase of even greater deception in these last days.
In all of this those who believe the pre-tribulation lie have completely ignored
the fact that ALL of the disciples of Christ whose writings we have from the first
century until the 19th century expected a time of testing for the body of Christ
immediately preceding His return.
Pray then for a move and anointing of the Spirit of truth in these days, and
pray that you will be included among the “wise virgins” who will respond to the
Lord’s commands to reject false doctrine, false practices, and false interpretations
of scripture, and will, instead, repent and respond only to His voice.
What we believe and teach NOW will determine the fate of many. Will you,
then, rest in what you teach and prophesy, or will you seek the truth without
compromise for the sake of the “wise”?
***
Daniel’s 70 weeks prophecy interpreted by Sir Robert Anderson, a Plymouth
Brethren elder, and a detective made famous by his failed investigation of the Jack
the Ripper murders, interpreted Daniel’s 70 weeks prophecy to support the
popular Dispensational view of a pre-tribulation “rapture.”
But Daniel’s 70 Weeks prophecy, now unsealed by the Spirit of truth, clearly
reveals a glorious future for the end time body of Christ who endure and
persevere through the first six seals of Revelation.
Daniel’s 70 Weeks Prophecy Unsealed and Revealed
Books by the author available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and retail
bookstores whether in stock or ordered through Ingram. Both print and
eBook formats available. Complete descriptions of each book are on the
website.
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